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Resilience as a choice
For many people, the corona crisis
has come unexpectedly, and it
presents numerous companies with
major,
previously
unknown
challenges, including supply chain
management
issues.
These
problems represent opportunities to
create improved and more robust
supply chain management in the
future.

“

Pragmatic risk management is vital for
getting through this crisis, and the
potential and opportunities arising
from it must be consistently pursued
and developed.
Gerald Unger, CEO ARTS

Request the complete white paper at
ARTS

As a provider of industrial services,
Thehttps://arts.eu/customer/consulting/contact-whitepaper-supply-chain/
corona crisis came without warning,
ARTS solves technical and personnel
instantly affecting every area of life and
problems for high-tech companies
the economy. Many companies suddenly
worldwide. Our expertise in the areas
found themselves in a precarious
of Engineering, Consulting and HR
situation, forced to stop production
services gives our customers a
completely or comply with strict legal
long-term competitive advantage.
requirements to keep production going.
However, manufacturing might not even
We act as partners to companies,
be possible in these conditions, because
providing them with support and
personnel might not be available, or
entire supply chains interrupted. The
advice to establish existing capabilities
next challenge is gradually ramping up
for the long term. Our concepts show
production in spite of severe shortages,
you how to optimise company
destabilised processes or goods not
structures, functions and processes,
being delivered.
consolidating finances to enhance your
market position.
Our aim is to overcome the crisis and
learn from it, stabilising supply chain
management for the future, in order to
prepare optimally for business and
operating activities.
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Supply chain management in the crisis
The overall situation must be monitored and assessed to make better preparations for the
future and retain the capacity to act during a crisis. Proactive crisis management and
stabilisation of the situation should be at the heart of this strategy. Risks must be identified,
outlined and their conseqeuences minimised as quickly as possible. Creating diverse scenarios
can be helpful in the medium term when restructuring supply chain management strategies,
concentrating on value and minimising the company´s own risks.

Challenges DURING the crisis

Challenges AFTER the crisis

Request the complete white paper at
●

Focus on those activities positively
affecting supplies

Transform immediate measures into
stable supply chains, with respect to
critical suppliers, procurement
https://arts.eu/customer/consulting/contact-whitepaper-supply-chain/
● Create transparency as a key factor,
volumes and logistical capacity
moving away from and optimising
traditional structures
● Update scenarios using risk
assessment methods
● Maintain an overview of supply
shortfalls and supply risks
● Establish all-round, expedient risk
management (prevention /
● Organise, manage and integrate
forecasting)
synchronisation of planning
processes
● Synchronise requirements for
procurement and sales as a holistic
● Analyse cost structure of supply
system
chain, adapting value drivers to the
crisis situation
● Supplier and contract management
as a strategic overall approach for
● Identify and realise short-term quick
cost optimisation
wins
●

Develop action scenarios to retain
ability to act and for rapid response

●

Fastest possible risk transfer and
risk diversification (SC substitute)
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●
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3 Phases for successful transformation
Structures must be rearranged and numerous parameters scrutinised when restarting
business. The top priority is to create transparency and move forward towards value-oriented,
strategic supply chain management and controlling systems. Not just in the company itself,
but also with regard to supplier relationships and the market environment.

1.

Safeguard functional 2. Effect stabilisation
Supply Chain Excellence
capacities

3.

Proceed with concept

● Detailed programme
● Security concept for
Crisis management
for management &
employee, supplier and
office at executive
controlling of measures
customer health
level
● Consolidation of
● Assistance and progress
● Effective finance
financial position &
monitoring by
management
https://arts.eu/customer/consulting/contact-whitepaper-supply-chain/
support by
management
focussing on liquidity
management
●
Orientation of means to
control
● Stabilisation of supply
manage restructuring
● Continuance of
chain & safeguarding
● Restructuring of supplier
supply chains
against renewed
network & production
● Operations model
fluctuations
setup
adapted for crisis
● Capacity management
● Adaptation of structures
relating to new
& control
and processes
demand levels
● Focussed opportunity
● Adjustment of strategy
● Monitoring of
management for sales
& business model
customer demand
& business
● Forward looking
and flexible pricing
development
communication with
● Fast, direct
● Proactive
stakeholders
communication with
communication with
● Creating transparency
all stakeholders
stakeholders
via data and commodity
flows
●

Request the complete white paper at

⇪ Transparent Data & Facts (BIG DATA)
⇪ Risk and Opportunity Management
arts.eu
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Big data for an optimised supply chain
During recent months the COVID-19 pandemic has made all economic sectors increasingly
aware of the pivotal role played by supply chains. The markets were stable before the crisis,
and in-house production depth was strong. At this time, logistics were accorded less
significance. Corona has changed this attitude – rapid reaction to change is a must and
special emphasis is being given to networked (digital) production. Traditional supply chain
planning is now only constructive as a strategic tool.

Controlling complexity and data
Request
the
complete
white
diversity in the
supply
chain

paper
at
Big
Data

Management
supply chain

Supply chain networks are being managed
affects all
in an increasingly complex manner. Such
activities.
https://arts.eu/customer/consulting/contact-whitepaper-supply-chain/
networks are hubs connecting commodity
It ranges from improving
flows,
with
sub-contracting,
pre-production, production and retail
delivery
times
to
goods on one side and outbound flows to
determining options for cost
customers and other levels of the
optimisation.
distribution chain on the other. These
systems have existed for a long time, but
growing data volumes make it increasingly
difficult to implement them effectively. In
addition to flows of materials only,
information relating to the goods is vital
for
optimising
organisation
of
procurement and distribution networks.
Big data management plays an ever
greater role in improving supply chain
management, providing solutions to
multiple system weaknesses at strategic,
operative and tactical levels.
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How you benefit from Big Data in supply
chain management

Request the complete white paper at
https://arts.eu/customer/consulting/contact-whitepaper-supply-chain/

Monitoring

Analytics

Predictions

Real-time data from
warehouse &
production

Data analyses on
developments &
current status

Predictive quality &
predictive
maintenance

✔

Improved responsiveness

✔

✔

Immediate statements
based on qualitative
priorities

✔
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✔

Results oriented
operational guidelines
Stakeholder oriented
order optimisation
Precise scheduling

✔
✔

Algorithms & machine
learning for forecasting
future trends
Improved planning of
requirements &
maintenance
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The basis: transparency
There are many other supply chain components apart from big data management that have
to be organised and mapped out in advance to ensure optimal procedural flows. The following
diagram shows which challenges are present at specific points along the process chain.

Strategic
Functional
Operative

Management

!

Ensure capacity for
action
●
●
●
●

Supplier

?

Production

?

Assembly /
Storage

?

Finances / Liquidity
Controlling
Transparency
Risks

Customer

?

Transparency
as a basis

Shortfall
management

Priority
monitoring

Demand / Sales

Critical
suppliers

Communication

Flexible
adjustment

Supplier
reliability

Relevant
developments

Emergency
plan

Capital tie-up /
Assets

Satisfaction

Cost drivers
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Stabilisation of supply chain & purchasing
Transparency of value drivers and rapid response times in crises are decisive
factors for handling external influences. Apply these factors for success
continually to your company structures.

Short-term driving factors
>
>
>
>
>

Focus on speed, agility and stabilisation
Create transparency with respect to supply chain risks by way of heat mapping
Identify and manage critical suppliers > Rearrange production plans for available parts
Monitor relevant developments
Take immediate measures

Request the complete white paper at

https://arts.eu/customer/consulting/contact-whitepaper-supply-chain/
Medium-term driving factors
> Plan for immediate measures, also as a medium-term instrument for stabilisation of
supply chains due to critical suppliers, procurement volumes and logistical capacities
> Effect supply chain transparency to manage relevant supply risks and shortfalls
> Step by step synchronisation of external and internal data as a systems approach in
order to identify and use capabilities and system shortcomings
> Rapid reaction to critical supply situations
Factors for success
> Focus on all activities positively affecting procurement, supplier management and
material availability to reduce supply chain interruptions
> Establishment of optimised inventory management along the entire value-added chain
> Setup of a proactive, comprehensive and value-based risk management to enhance
forecasting abilities

arts.eu
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Conclusion
Multiple factors play a role in the realisation of crisis-proof supply chains. Implementing
only a few of the measures mentioned in this white paper will ensure supply chain
excellence.

Request the complete white paper at

Crisis management as an opportunity for upgrading to supply chain excellence
These
measures have to be applied constantly, however, analysed at regular intervals and
https://arts.eu/customer/consulting/contact-whitepaper-supply-chain/
subjected to constant monitoring and controlling. This is a time-consuming process,
requiring
necessary
expertise
for
the
long
term.

ARTS
Taking internal and external factors into account, we offer cross-sector solutions for supply
chain management, risk management and transformation processes, both for individual and
end-to-end projects.
Take advantage of our problem-solving skills to make your existing processes more
transparent and efficient throughout the entire supply chain, and more easily predictive.
Cross-functional big data analyses serve as a basis for transparency, used by ARTS and the
customer to unlock potential. By linking up all data from process chains, we identify areas
for development and leverage tools needed to realise them for long-term operations.
Our extensive experience in a range of big data projects allows us to apply our process
know-how to industrial and logistical sectors. We work closely with the respective
departments throughout to ensure that the solutions we develop for them are exactly what
they need for their processes.
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Responsible for content
Gerald Unger
CEO of ARTS Holding SE
Head of Technology Consulting
+49 351 795 808 0
gerald.unger@arts.eu

ARTS Solutions GmbH is an ARTS Holding SE company with its core business in Tech und
Supply Chain Management consulting.
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